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Introduction 
 

 

This e-book will help you understand the basic nuances of debt. It will 

answer all your queries regarding debt trap, how to get out of it, what a 

credit report is, what it represents, how to improve credit profile and finally, 

how one can be a good and responsible borrower.  

If you have been hunting about how you can take your low credit score to 

excellent score but don’t really know where to begin then this e-book is for 

you. It will describe in detail the factors that affect your Cibil score as well as 

the dos and don’ts before you apply for a loan. This e-book also introduces 

the concept of peer to peer (P2P) lending, brief background and history of 

P2P lending giving an idea on how peer-to-peer lending works. Peer to peer 

lending is a part of the sharing economy movement and it’s the fastest 

growing lending model in the world.  It leverages a remarkable amount of 

information technology, P2P lenders can assess potential borrowers in a 

completely different way and treat them in a far more personal manner than 

most banks and institutions can allow. Peer to peer lending offers borrowers 

great savings and investors great returns on their money.
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Finally, we give you an overview of Faircent’s model and explain the 

advantages of using our online peer-to-peer platform to meet your credit 

requirements. We hope this e-book will help you understand and manage 

your financial obligations better as well as become a good and responsible 

borrower. 
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What is debt? 
 
 
 

 

A debt refers to the money owed by one party, the borrower or debtor, to a 

second party, the lender or creditor. Debt is generally subject to contractual 

terms regarding the amount and timing of repayments 

of principal and interest.  

 

So the loan taken from banks, financial institutions or any individual is a kind 

of debt. The loan is generally provided at a cost, referred to as interest, 

which provides an incentive for the lender to engage in the loan. In a legal 

loan, each of these obligations and restrictions is enforced by a contract, 

which can also place the borrower under additional restrictions known as loan 

covenants in the agreements. 

 

Today, loans have become an integral part of our lives helping us to achieve 

important life goals. Be it buying a car, buying a home or affording overseas 

education for the kids, loans play a vital role in our life. Any loan, whether 

secured or unsecured, becomes a debt, which is required to be paid at an 

agreed time in future at an agreed interest rate. The loan is generally paid 

back in Equated monthly installments popularly known as EMI.   
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Let’s discuss the factors that affect an EMI 

 

The EMI of a loan depends on three factors: 

 

• Principal - This is the total amount borrowed by the individual.  

 

• Interest rate - This is the rate at which the interest is charged on the 

amount borrowed. Interest is the fee charged by the creditor to the 

debtor. It is represented as a percentage of the principal per annum 

and is generally paid periodically at intervals, such as monthly, semi-

annually or annually. 

• Tenure of loan – This is the mutually agreed loan repayment time-

frame between the borrower and the lender which is decided at the 

time of taking loan 
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Loan Amortization Schedule 

 

 

 

You must have come across this term if you have taken loan in the 

past. Loan amortization schedule is a tabular presentation of the loan 

with the EMI payment. It shows the break up between the interest 

component and principal component of a particular EMI payment. This 

schedule helps the investor to examine how the loan is being re-paid 

and how much outstanding loan is left to be paid. It contains 

information like time period of payment, EMI, interest, principal 

payment and the outstanding loan. In case the loan bearer wants to 

foreclose the loan or wants to refinance his loan, this schedule is very 

helpful in such cases. 
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Debt is not bad 

but debt trap is 

 
Today, it has become a common phenomenon for people to opt for loans that 

are paid off through equated monthly installments (EMI). Taking loans is no 

longer a social taboo. The various avenues to get loans and options to re-pay 

it through easy installments have changed our spending habits. It has 

enabled us to purchase what we cannot afford in the immediate present and 

have converted our ‘wants’ into ‘needs’. Paying through monthly installments 

instead of one time lump sum payment is a great help when the borrower is 

not in a position to make the lump sum payment in cash for the goods or 

services. 

 

Living life on borrowed money is easy, however, it comes with a big risk of 

falling into a debt trap. You can slip in to the debt trap once your income is 

overstretched to service the repayment of your loan. Any slippage in 

repayment would lead to piling up of interest leading to a further increase in 

your debt and the subsequent outflow of money. So, one needs to take 

preventive actions to stop falling into a debt trap in the first place.  
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Symptoms of falling into a debt trap: 

 

• Debt load more than 45% of income 

• Rampant loans 

• Credit card bills out of proportion  

• Irresponsible spending habits 

• Low Credit score  
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How to avoid 

debt trap 

 
• Spend wisely: Cut down your unnecessary expenses and clear your 

higher interest loans with your savings.  

 

• Check your own resources bearing lower rate of return: Prioritize on 

clearing off your higher interest debts from the resources which are 

yielding you a lower rate of return like Savings Account, Fixed Deposits 

etc. 

 

• Keep a contingency fund: One should always keep aside some amount 

as a contingency fund in order to service any emergency financial 

needs.  

 

• Consolidate your debt: Consolidation of debt is an efficient and handy 

tool to lower your interest burden. This is explained in detail below. 
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Everything you always 

wanted to know about your 

credit report 
 

What is a credit report? 

 

A credit report is a summary of your credit history, which is prepared by 

credit bureaus of India. This report tells you how much debt you have, how 

you have been repaying your debts, if any debt has gone bad in the past and 

if you have been filed for any bankruptcy. In India, there are four credit 

bureaus, which provide credit report – CIBIL, Experian, Equifax and High 

Mark, out of which CIBIL is the most widely used and we will discuss about 
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the same in detail. All credit information companies (CIC’s) or credit bureaus 

use certain common inputs while calculating an individual’s or corporate’s 

credit score. Each of them has its own methodology and scoring.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CIBIL 

 

CIBIL stands for Credit Information Bureau India Ltd which is India’s first 

credit information bureau and plays a critical role in India’s financing system. 

It collects and maintains records of commercial and individual payments 

pertaining to loans and credit cards. This information is provided to its bank 

members and credit institutions in the form of Credit Information Reports 

(CIR). The main idea behind setting up CIBIL is to pool detailed credit 

information of borrowers so that those information can be retrieved/ culled 

out any time by the lenders for credit check to decide on loan eligibility.  
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The information in CIR (credit information report) is also used to calculate a 

credit score, which is used by banks and financial institutions to decide the 

loan eligibility of loan seekers. This credit score is a number, which lies 

between 300 and 900, assigned to every individual on the basis of his/her 

CIR. Higher the CIR score, lower the risk. This score is a good indicator of 

borrower’s past repayment track and his/her probability of repaying a new 

loan and helps lenders understand how credit-worthy you are. Most lenders 

report repayment data on a monthly basis to the credit bureaus, for both 

defaulters and those repaying on time. 

Because credit score can affect many important aspects of your life, keeping 

your score as high as possible is vitally important.  

 

 

Some of the factors that influence the credit score and thereby a person’s 

ability to borrow in the future is: 

 

• Late payments / missed payments 

• Large number of credit cards or loans 

• Utilization of the allocated credit limit 

• High percentage of unsecured credit 

• Duration of credit history 

• Too many loan applications in a short time span 
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What is a good score? 

 

 

 

There is no absolute standard score that lenders use to approve or deny 

credit. The chart below is merely a guide.  

 

  300-500 Very poor 

  500-600 Poor 
  600-650 Fair 

  650-750 Good 
  750-800 Great 
  800-900 Excellent 

 

Remember, a good score is one that works with, not against, your life goals. 

Staying informed and making smart financial choices is your best strategy for 

keeping your score on a steady climb. 

 

As discussed, good score matters a lot! 

Credit score is like a mark sheet of a person's financial life. The more you 

score, the cheaper your loans will be. The reasons to keep your credit score 

in good shape are numerous.  
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• Hunting Home loans/Personal loans/credit cards 

If you are looking at taking loans then lenders will require a good credit score.  

• Looking for better interest 

A high score often qualifies you for lower rates on loans 

 

 

 

• Financial flexibility in life 

A good credit score leaves the door open for additional credit, should 

you need it down the road. 

 

A formula generally used by lenders to arrive at your credit score: 

• 35% of repayment history 

• 30% of what you owe 

• 15% of mix of credits 

• 10% of length of credit history 

• 10% of new accounts 
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Credit scores are based on your financial behavior and do not include factors 

such as gender, race, religion, national origin, education level or marital 

status. 

 

Now let us understand these critical factors one by one 

 

Repayment History: 

As you have seen 35% of your credit score is based on your repayment 

history. Thus, we can understand that this is one of the more heavily 

weighted factors used while calculating your score since a consistent pattern 

of timely payments denote a reliable borrower. Prompt repayment on 

existing loans and credit cards tends to have the largest positive impact on 

the credit score. Conversely, as the delay in making repayments increases, 

there is an increasing negative impact on the credit score. The higher the 

percentage of on-time payments, the better your score. So, paying all EMIs, 

credit card and all other bills on time is a very important factor in gaining a 

good score. Given below are some code words in which repayment is 

reported in credit history. 

 

DPD Denotes Explanation 

STD Standard Payments are being made within 90 days 

SMA 
Special Mention 
Account 

Special account created for reporting standard 
account, moving towards Sub-Standard 

SUB Sub-Standard Payments are being made after 90 days 

DBT Doubtful 
The account has remained a Sub-Standard 

account for a period of 12 months 

LSS Loss 
An account where loss has been identified and 

remains uncollectible 

 

Utilization of allocated credit limit: 
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Credit utilization is the next heavily weighted factor. And the ratio is 

calculated as balance outstanding on all your credit cards as a percentage of 

total credit cards limit available to you. If the credit utilization is on the 

higher side then there is a high probability of a new credit card application 

being rejected. It is therefore best to use less than 50% of the credit limits at 

all times in order to have the best impact on your credit score. You should 

also not apply for a new credit card if you dont need one. For example, If you 

have 3 credit cards with a credit limit of Rs.1 lakh on each and you do not 

utilize them and apply for a fourth card, it is likely to be rejected, since banks 

may feel that you already have excessive unutilized credit limits.  

 

Mix of credits: 

It is best to have a good mix of both secured (home loan, vehicle loan) and 

unsecured (personal loan, credit card) credit in your portfolio. This has the 

most positive impact on your credit score. Having a mix of different types of 

loans where you can demonstrate prompt repayment behavior will have a 

positive impact on your score. If there are high percentages of unsecured 

loans in your portfolio, this is likely to have a negative impact on your credit 

score. This factor has a 15% weightage when it comes to calculating your 

credit score. 

 

Length of credit history 

This may come as a surprise to you but the length of the time for which you 

have been using credit has a direct implication on your credit score. The 

longer your credit history, the more reassured lenders are that they have 

more detailed information on your credit behavior. Therefore, if you have 

been servicing debt for a longer period and have been doing timely payment 

then this is surely going to take your credit score from good to great.  
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Credit Enquiries on new loan accounts 

This factor has a weightage of 10%. It is very interesting to know that 

whenever you apply for a new loan like personal loan, credit cards etc., the 

banks and other financial institutions run an inquiry on your CIBIL report to 

check your credit history in terms of financial health and repayment 

capability. Too many credit enquiries, without a corresponding approved loan 

tends to have a negative impact on your credit score. If you find that one 

lender has rejected a fresh loan application that you made, it is highly likely 

that other lenders will also reject your credit application. In addition, even if 

the loan application is approved, too many applications within a short period 

of time, are likely to have an adverse impact on your score. So it is always 

advisable to keep this as minimum as possible. 

 

How to decode CIBIL Credit Information Report (CIR)? 

There are 5 parts to your CIBIL report:  

1. Actual Score 

Your score is shown at the top of the report on a scale. Score of people with 

credit history longer than 6 months are between 300 and 900. The higher the 

score, the better your credit reports. CIBIL has also provided for a risk index 

for people with less than 6 months of credit history.  They will be graded on a 

risk index ranging from 1 to 5, where 1 would mean highest risk and 5 would 

mean lowest risk of default.   

If you do not receive a score value i.e., a number between 300 and 900- but 

a “NA” or “NH” instead, this may be because: 

• You do not have a credit history i.e. you have not availed any credit 

facility be it loan or credit cards till date. 

• You have a credit history but no credit activity or transactions in the 

last two years. 

• You only have add-on credit cards and have no direct credit exposure. 
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2. Personal Data 

This has nothing to do with your score and is for providing information to the 

lenders. It includes the borrower's name, date of birth, gender, PAN card 

details, other identifying proof details that have been given for the Know 

Your Customer (KYC) norms including address and contact numbers. 

3. Employment information 

Again this section does not affect your score. It gives the employment 

information that has been mentioned while applying for the loan or credit 

card. At times lenders give preferential rates or pre-approved loans to 

borrowers working for certain employers such as large Indian or 

multinational companies.  

4. Account information 

This is the juiciest and longest part of the report. This gives you each and 

every detail about the loan taken by you except the name of lending 

institution. This is where different elements affect your score, pushing it up 

or bringing it down. 

5. Enquiry information 

This is a list of all of the people who have enquired about your credit like 

yourself, a lender or any other authorized organization. As already discussed, 

multiple loan enquiries affect your score negatively. 

 

Why should I check my credit report? 

Some financial advisors suggest that you should review your credit report 

once a year. Why? 

• To make sure the information is accurate, complete, and up-to date 

before you apply for a loan for a major purchase like a house, car or 

credit cards.  
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• To help repair possible identity theft. Identity thieves may use your 

information to open new credit accounts in your name. Then they don’t 

pay the debts and as a result the delinquent account is reported on 

your credit report. Inaccurate information like that could affect your 

ability to get credit facility.  

• Check your CIBIL before you apply for a loan to see if you are eligible 

or not. This will also help you minimize credit enquiries 

 

How do I get my CIBIL report? 

• Go to https://www.cibil.com/online/credit-score-check.do 

• Fill out the online request form. 

• Pay INR 500/-. 

• Complete the online authentication process by answering a few 

questions pertaining to your loans and credit cards. 

• Post-successful authentication, the credit report is emailed to you. 

 

Number of negative markings: 

A negative mark shows that you have not been able to adequately manage 

your credit in the past and can denote one of many things – write-off, 

settlement, DPD (Days past due), suit filed, etc. This has a direct implication 

on your credit score and a poor credit score could severely restrict your 

eligibility for a loan, which can keep the potential lenders away. 

 

How long can negative information stay on my credit report? 

The negative mark can remain on your credit report for at least three years 

even if you pay off such DPD string and negative account status. The 

negative impact causes your credit score to go down. As credit report is all 
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about your repayment history, so such defaults or late payments remain in 

the credit report till they age. 

 

How to correct errors on my credit report? 

Often due to blunders and ignorance, your credit score can get impacted. 

Luckily, the score can be improved and CIBIL regularly re-examines the 

elements of credit report and adjusts the credit score to reflect it.  

The credit reporting company and the information provider (that is, the 

person, company or organization that provides information about you to a 

credit reporting company) are responsible for correcting inaccurate or 

incomplete information in your report once you bring it to their attention. You 

need to identify each item in your report that is incorrect and ask the 

respective bank or financial institution to help you remove such errors from 

your report. If the information provider finds the disputed information is 

inaccurate, it must notify CIBIL so that they can correct the information in 

your credit report. 

 

What are the options to deal 

with debt? 

Many people face financial crisis at some point in their lives. Whether the 

crisis is caused by illness, loss of job, or overspending, it can seem 

overwhelming. But often, it can be overcome. Your financial situation doesn’t 

have to go from bad to worse. Don’t wait until your accounts have been 

turned over to a debt collector. Look for the most modified payment plan that 

reduces your payment to a manageable level.  
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Debt consolidation:  

an efficient and a handy tool 

 

Debt consolidation is a financing technique to replace several smaller loans 

with one large loan. Usually, the new loan has a longer payback period, and 

its monthly installment amount is smaller than the total of the monthly 

installment amounts of the older (replaced) loans. This can also be used to 

replace a higher interest rate loan with a new loan at a lower rate of interest.  

However, this does not reduce your overall obligation, but it helps you 

address it in a more efficient way. 

 

 

 

 

 

In the world of personal financing, credit cards have become an integral part 

of life. However, non-repayment of credit card bills in time can lead to 

financial stress as the interest rates can be as high as up to 41% per annum. 

Consolidation, in such cases is a very effective tool to replace such loans with 

considerably lower interest rate debts. 
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Peer-to-peer lending 

can be the best 

resort 

 

Peer to peer lending is self-explanatory and hence can be defined in a simple 

way; individuals lending money to other individuals without a banking 

intermediary. 

Imagine applying for a loan by entering relevant information into an online 

application portal, and within hours having your loan approved for funding. 

This is now a reality, thanks to online platforms that facilitate peer to peer 

lending (P2P) which brings borrowers directly in contact with lenders.  

P2P lending is an integration of online communities and financial services. It 

leverages on the P2P networks’ concept of connecting internet users directly 

with each other. P2P lending platforms enable the lenders and borrowers to 

directly deal with each other, facilitating the lending transactions. 

Today, with the explosive growth of the Internet and online social networks, 

this concept has been brought online. So now, borrowers can borrow money 

from people they have never met and investors can lend money to many 

anonymous borrowers just based on their credit information. 

Peer to peer (P2P) or marketplace lending is growing in popularity with 

borrowers   because of its perceived low interest rates, simplified application 

process and quick lending decisions. 
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What makes P2P lending attractive to borrowers and 

lenders? 

 

• Transparent system and real-time updates 

P2P platforms provide a simple user interface to borrowers the status 

of the loan application and to provide borrowers with easy access to 

check his/her live profile, real time update on the funding from lenders 

including the percentage of the loan funded. 

 

• Drastically reduced timeline 

Since every stage of loan process, from filling an application form to 

the disbursement takes place online, time taken in the whole process 

reduces drastically. 
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• Simple application form requirements 

Currently, P2P platforms request only eight to ten personal data 

elements to complete the application process. It generally takes 

borrowers no more than 10 minutes to fill out the same. 

 

• End –to-end loan processing via an online portal 

As said, since everything happens online it saves on time, reduces 

probability of manual error and increases transparency. 

 

• Reaching the tech-savvy consumer through social media 

Nowadays, because of high level of involvement of people in social 

networking sites, reaching out to potential borrowers and lenders have 

become easy. 

 

• Using alternative data to enhance credit models 

P2P platforms use their proprietary algorithms that leverage behavioral 

data, transactional data and education and employment information to 

supplement traditional credit risk scores. There are three levels of 

democratization of information - firstly at the generation, secondly at 

the dissemination and thirdly at the integration or aggregation level. 

The data is being generated and disseminated simultaneously at 

multiple levels, be it social footprint or financial transactions that 

capture consumer behavior. This information is then aggregated in real 

time by the new age financial technology companies.  
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Faircent - One 

stop shop for 

borrowers 

 

We are the market leaders in online P2P lending in India. We offer solutions 

to personal financial needs. The advantage of coming to our platform for 

borrowers is increased likelihood to secure the loan at a lower rate of interest 

compared to a bank loan and for lenders the possibility to receive a better 

interest rate compared to a bank deposit.  
In India, borrowers face two problems - firstly that of accessibility and 

secondly that of cost.  Accessibility includes both physical access to banks 

and financial institutions. Even if a borrower has a good credit history, banks 

may not lend because they are from a particular community, profession or 

residing in a particular area. And if we talk about the cost, moneylenders and 

bankers have always extracted more than their fair share from the borrowers. 

Today peer-to-peer lending marketplaces like others and ours in the field are 

working on both the issues- cost and access. They are reinventing banking 

and disinter-mediating banks?? 
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Borrowers 
 

Borrowers are those who are seeking loans. With the liquidity crisis, banks 

across the globe have tightened their lending criteria. This has made small 

borrowers look at alternate avenues for credit. Also, it has made it 

increasingly difficult for borrowers with little or poor credit history to get 

loans. With the increasing vulnerability of global economy, job cuts have 

become a common phenomenon. This again made banks skeptical about 

giving loans to people who have jobs in badly hit industries, people who are 

newly employed, or who don’t have any existing relation with the bank. This 

has resulted in borrowers turning to P2P lending.  

 

Lenders 

P2P lending asset class is different from the traditional savings account or 

stock market linked investments. The only risks involved here are the 

counterparty risk and the concentration risk. Counterparty risk is the credit 

risk of default by the counterparty i.e. borrower. Concentration risk can be 

greatly mitigated by spreading the loan amount across a large number of 

borrowers. This is independent of any other investment in the existing 

portfolio of the lender. Lenders get to choose their rates and loan tenure. 

Lenders can also decide to lend only to borrowers having a specific credit 

profile. 
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Flowchart of Faircent Model 

 
 

 

 

 

How does Peer to Peer lending on Faircent works? 

 

Faircent is a marketplace where potential lenders and borrowers can register 

and then interact amongst themselves to strike deals on lending and 

borrowing.  Thus, we provide a broad market place for interested individuals 

to pursue their bilateral transactions. 
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The Process for Transactions 

On the website, two pools of members register; lenders and borrowers. 

Borrowers post requirements for loans citing reason, loan period and a target 

interest rate, which they are willing to pay. Lenders can individually make 

offers to borrowers, which the borrower can accept or refuse. Borrowers too 

can approach willing lenders with their loan proposals. Offers are defined in 

terms of amount to be lent and the applicable interest rate. Each participant 

acts based on their own discretion with no intervention from us.  Both 

borrowers and lenders can strike deals with multiple members. Thus lenders 

can offer a portion of the total loan amount to a borrower and lend to 

multiple borrowers, and borrowers can seek to raise money from multiple 

lenders. 

Once an agreement is reached between the borrower and the lender, a 

formal contract is signed by them. The lender then transfers the amount to 

the borrower’s account and the borrower makes periodic repayments via EMI 

over the stipulated time period. 

Repayment can be done by issuing postdated cheque or making electronic 

transfers via NEFT, net banking etc. Repayment can be made and tracked via 

our portal. 

 

What we do 

We undertake the role of verifying each and every member registered, either 

as a lender or a borrower. This ensures that the information that you see on 

our website about each member is authenticated as per proper guidelines set 

by the RBI/SEBI. For this purpose, we collect personal, professional and 

financial details from each potential member. (Sentence deleted as thought 

to be repetitive and unnecessary) All the information collected is for official 

purposes only and we safeguard the client confidentiality. 

Once a borrower and a lender come to a mutual agreement, we will help 

them legalize the transaction by signing a formal contract. We make 
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necessary provisions and help both parties realize the deal without the 

necessity of a face-to-face meeting. 

Once a loan is disbursed, we help lenders with the collection and recovery of 

loans as per official guidelines of RBI for banks and financial institutions. 

Delay in repayment by borrowers draws a penalty charge which is pursued 

by Faircent as a part of the process. 

 

What we do not do 

We do not collect money deposits from either borrower or lender. All 

monetary transactions are directly between the two parties. We do not act as 

an intermediary in the actual money transferring process. 

 

How Faircent helps in debt consolidation? 

We provide a platform to explore debt consolidation needs because we 

believe that world does not end for you if you are comparatively more 

leveraged with loans or you had gone bad on some of the loans in the past. 

Of course, real life might not be so black and white. You may have gone 

through some financial hardships in the past which damaged your credit 

score or because of which you were not able to pay the debts on time. You 

really have a far better chance to consolidate your loans on our platform at 

lower interest rate compared to traditional banks and other financial 

institutions. As we have a large pool of lenders registered on our website, 

with every lender having a different perspective about your risk profile, it is 

much easier for your profile to attract at least 5 lenders who would be happy 

to lend you. 
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Become a good and 

responsible borrower 

 

Given that your repayment behavior has huge implications on your credit 

profile, one should always strive to become a good and a responsible 

borrower. This will keep your lenders close to you and in future if required it 

will be much easier for you to acquire finance and that too at a comparatively 

lower interest rate. 

 

Always keep these fundamental things in mind: 

• Don’t shop loans or credit cards if you really don’t require it 

• Always do timely repayment 

• Review your credit report at least once in an year 

• Keep a check on your spending  

• Always try to foreclose the loan if possible 

• Credit card users must try and pay the full amount on or before the 

due date, in order to keep the credit utilization under check. 

 

While approaching lenders, get these things in place 

• Organize your financial documents. Have proof of all income and a 

track of all transactions in and out of your bank accounts. 

• Make sure your recurring income supports the amount of loan you are 

asking for.  
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• Run the numbers beforehand to make sure you’ll fall within the ability-

to-repay guidelines. 

• Make sure that the information provided by you is accurate and to the 

best of your knowledge 
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It’s your credit. 

Don’t neglect it. 

 

Managing and improving your credit health sounds more complicated than it 

actually is. We hope this e-book will help you manage your credit profile 

better and make you come back to us for future credit needs. While your 

credit score gauges your creditworthiness with a number, your credit report 

tells the full story of your financial activities. So life will be much easier if you 

take your credit very seriously from the beginning. This will not only help you 

manage your financials but also over time give you a much better chance of 

being offered credit at an attractive interest rate. In today’s advanced world, 

P2P lending is the most sought after form of lending. As social lending sites 

are establishing themselves, their models are evolving and they are able to 

prove that the concept of social lending is in fact sustainable on a large scale. 

In reality, sticking to ones' principle over time can make a big impact. Use 

your credit responsibly.  

 


